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You can perform the following steps in a single step: Easily create or edit encrypted files with encrypted variables and Passwords. Re-key or decrypt files encrypted by the previous encryption or re-encryption. Here's how it works: Create, edit, re-key or decrypt files using the Ansible Vault Vault.
Filename=filename.enc The Ansible Vault filename value is used as the filename for the encryption Store the Encrypted value in the file Store the filename of the Encrypted file in the encrypted variable filename=filename.enc To decrypt the file: filename=filename.enc Files that are encrypted with the
"encrypt" keyword in the file system can be decrypted at anytime. You do this by running the "decrypt" command with the same filename that was used to encrypt the file. This is true for both new files and files that were already encrypted. In this example, a password protected text file called
"decryptme" is encrypted using the ansible vault encrypt command. Encrypted files are convenient to use for moving encryption to already-created files, but can you reuse the content of encrypted files? The encryption needs to be removed when not in use. In this example, we use the "rm" command
to remove encryption from a file with two encrypted values stored in the encrypted variable filename=filestop.enc. - name: Remove encrypted files command: "rm {{ filename.split('=')[0] }}" register: command_result - debug: msg: "{{ command_result }}" The module will fetch the first element in
the split array filename.split('=')[0] with rm. It will ignore any parts in the original file that are not protected by the vault command.
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as always, if you need to use multiple passwords to decrypt content, use the --passphrase or --passphrase-file option. if you need to provide more than one password, use the --passphrase or --passphrase-file option multiple times. if you have more than one vault password and are using the vault
windows agent, the vault windows agent may run multiple times on the vault server. therefore, the vault windows agent will have to decrypt the same file multiple times and thus multiple times with different passwords. if you are using the vault windows agent, you should set the

ansible_vault_password_file config option or the ansible_vault_password_file environment variable to specify a default file to use. you can also set the ansible_vault_allow_multiple_use_of_password config option or the ansible_vault_allow_multiple_use_of_password environment variable to specify if you
want ansible to re-use the same password multiple times. if you want to use multiple vault passwords to encrypt content at the same time and if you have more than one vault password and are using the vault windows agent, you can set the ansible_vault_password_file config option or the

ansible_vault_password_file environment variable to specify a default file to use. you can also set the ansible_vault_allow_multiple_use_of_password config option or the ansible_vault_allow_multiple_use_of_password environment variable to specify if you want ansible to re-use the same password
multiple times. however, if you have more than one vault password and are using the vault windows agent, the vault windows agent will have to decrypt the same file multiple times and thus multiple times with different passwords. 5ec8ef588b
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